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What does DDP mean?
DDP - Dynamic Drive Pool - refers to pools of storage which can be added on the fly as Data Locations.
Pools of storage can be SSD and HD packs, DDP storage arrays or DDPs themselves.

What is the technology behind the DDP?
Simply put, the DDP is a storage server which connects
to standard Ethernet and provides high bandwidth
project and file level based sharing. The iSCSI experts at
Ardis Technologies developed AVFS, the Ardis Virtual File
System, which is the technology behind the Dynamic
Drive Pool. iSCSI is just like FC a block I/O technology.
Because iSCSI exclusively uses Ethernet, there is only one
network infrastructure to consider:

How does the DDP work?
DDP conceptionally works with one virtual
volume/filesystem which holds folders with volume
properties, so called Folder Volumes. Data itself is stored
in Data Locations. Quota can be assigned to Folder
Volumes to manage capacity. Also Data Locations can be
assigned to Folder Volumes. When balanced is selected

standard Ethernet with standard Ethernet switches.
AVFS is the metadata controller responsible for managing access on the Ethernet SAN, providing parallel
simultaneous read and write access for everyone. Applications supported include Avid, Apple, Adobe, Autodesk, Digital Vision, Grass Valley, Resolve, DVS, Digidesign, Nuendo, Sequoia, Fairlight and more, all out of one
box with sustained data rates 2-3 times higher than
regular NAS systems.
incoming media is distributed over Data Locations. SSD
caching off and the cache modes are also properties of
Folder Volumes. Data Locations can be packs of SSD and
HD storage, storage arrays or multiple DDPs. With a DDP
cluster consisting of multiple DDPs the desktop accesses
the data parallel of each DDP.

What special features does the DDP offer?
The most important feature is the DDPs very high sustained data rate and its ability to scale linear both in capacity and
bandwidth. The following features are absolutely unique to the DDP :

with its own iSCSI/AVFS
metadata controller
for wire speed access

Folders for
your eyes only
These are folders with
volume properties

Each DDP can have
SSD caching, Load
balancing and Storage
added on the fly

with linear scaling
in capacity
and bandwidth

No unused capacity
No shrinking/expanding
necessary due to
Folder Volumes

Groups / users access
control: none, r/w, r/o, wo
and r/w no delete via
WorkflowManager

DDP volumes and
Folder Volumes
can also be accessed
via SMB

Backup, Archive
and Synchronize
integrated

1 The DDP web GUI
The left side shows the various modes of activity in
streams, bandwidth or IOPs. Also alert messages are
notified there. Pressing one of the icons in the middle
part of the webinterface opens up that particular
function. For example to edit, edit or remove a user, the
user icon is pressed. Folder Volumes can be made, desktops, bandwidth limiting, users and groups can be
entered. Access rights can be managed via the Workflow
Manager.
On the right is displayed which users have access to
which Folder or Folder Volumes with what access rights.
Maintenance of the DDP is also part of by the web interface.

4 Avid storage emulation mode
Avid editors familiar with Avid storage will not notice a
difference when working with the DDP. Companies
with edit software between versions MC 3.5 - MC 8.x,
whether on Mac or Windows, can connect to the DDP.
No need to shrink or extend Avid MediaFiles directory
volumes anymore: 1, 10, 40 and 100 GbE ports can be
mixed and Linux apps can be connected.

2 Limiting the bandwidth
DDP bandwidth limiting can be set per desktop, but
more importantly, the data rate entered in DDPs web
interface is negotiated when activated. This means that
there are no TCP/IP packet drops, and therefore no
network congestion.

6 Support for locking mechanisms
Applications such as Edius, Digidesign, Fairlight and
Nucoda come with a locking mechanism to prevent
overwriting a project open in r/w mode. DDP software
fully supports these locking mechanisms.

3 Pairing of Ethernet ports resulting in bandwidth
multiplication
Called Multiple Connection per Session (MCS), it is not
the same as bonding. Bonding does not give a bandwidth increase per desktop; MCS does. When two 1 GbE
ports are paired, it increases the bandwidth from 100 to
180 MB/s. 10, 40 and 100 GbE ports can also be
combined.

5 Upgradable with 1, 10, 40 and 100 GbE ports and
EX cards for external storage. External storage is available for DDP16D or larger and can be added on the fly
with automated data redistribution. Upgrades can be
added at a later date.

7 DDP & edit-while-ingest applications
The DDP fully supports edit-while-ingest applications
such as Grass Valley, Softron, EVS, Tools on Air, Quadrus
and Avid.
8 One Namespace with Folder Volumes
Because there is one filesystem Folders/directories show
up on the administrator screen as folder. On the user
desktops they show up as volume icons when these
Folders have been given volume properties: we name
them Folder Volumes.

The window in the middle is basically identical with the DDP

When a yellow one is selected and Apply is pressed it turns into

Volume window. Underneath Create Folder Volume the yellow

a Folder Volume with the blue icon also in the Workflow

icons are folders and the blue ones are the Folder Volumes.

Manager.

9 Benefits of Folder Volumes
* Avid edit applications require their Avid MediaFiles
directory under the root. And if there is one namespace
there is one root. With Folder Volumes there is one
namespace with any number of roots

10 Ethernet SAN and NAS
Everyone knows SAN is much faster than NAS. The DDP is
a SAN using Ethernet. Thus very fast and easy to install.
But do all your operators need fast access?

* Folder Volumes appear as volumes on the desktop
giving a better overview

Specially with a large number of operators some use low
bandwidth material and/or do push/ pull. In these cases
one can simply use the SMB protocol already available on
each Windows, Mac and Linux desktops. No drivers need
to be installed on the desktop. This is because DDP
folders and foldervolumes can be accessed simultaneously by desktops using the SMB protocol and desktops
using the DDP protocol.

* Access on Folder Volumes is not restricted by level
higher access right settings

Except the lower bandwidth are there other limitations
when using SMB?

* Parts of a volume can be hidden for operators

Some. To collaborate on Avid projects, to use bandwidth limiting, to use multiple bandwidth support, the
DDP protocol is necessary. Hence DDP drivers must be
installed. So the use of SMB comes in handy for an office
department or desktops not involved in the core activity.

* There is no need to shrink or expand a volume because
Folder Volumes are managed by quota
* Admin can continuously monitor which user is active
via the Users Active page

* Storage as Data Location can be added on the fly and
assigned to Folder Volumes
* Folder Volume data can be load balanced between
Data Locations
* SSD caching can be assigned to Folder Volumes
In a setup with an administrator, users automatically get
their Folder Volumes on their desktops when they login.
The administrator on the other hand has the DDP
volume with folders and Folder Volumes on the screen.

But is access rights management easy when using SMB
with the DDP itself?
Yes! No matter how many users collaborate. Both in the
SAN and NAS realm the administrator always has a good
overview who has access to what, for how long and with
what access rights.

Desktops in SAN mode with DDP drivers installed automatically can get their Folder Volumes on the desktops
when a user logs in. Desktops in NAS mode - for example
on Mac - log on to the DDP volume or Folder Volumes via
Finder. Then a list of the DDP Volume and Folder Volumes
is shown. The user then selects the ones needed from this
list. These shares with the proper access rights then
appear on the desktop. For Windows and Linux this
procedure slightly differs.

miniDDP48D

DDP Connect screen
Desktops are displayed on the left.
The greyed out ones maybe
switched off or are in another state.
The lines represent the Ethernet SAN
connection. The icon on the right
without a blue folder icon in it is the
DDP Volume. The icons with are the
Folder Volumes.
In this setup macprinter is the
admin desktop and admin has the
DDP Volume on his screen. The
other desktop is one with three
Folder Volumes available.

DDP Storage Manager screen
On the left some Folder Volumes are
shown. In the middle there is the
Cache mode selection. Per Folder
Volume Cache = none, clear, pinned
or on demand can be selected.
When inherit is selected the mode is
inherited downwards. Next to the
cache mode selection there is the
Data Location selection.
Also a Data Location can be
selected per Folder Volume. If
balanced is selected the files are
distributed over the Data Locations
available. On the bottom of the
screen it is shown in percentages
how much SSD capacity is used as
primary storage, pinned or on
demand. The functionalities are
described in the text in the window.

Easy to work with the Workflow Manager
It has never been easier to set and maintain access rights.
Read/write, read/write no delete, read only, drop box can
be set per desktop, Folder Volume, user, group or folder.
All with inheritance. If necessary, it functions equally well
in a heterogenous Windows, Mac & Linux environment.

The Workflow Manager is typically developed for this
industry with a non-IT user in mind. Applications with no
inherent locking mechanism benefit from this Workflow
Manager with one namespace and direct on screen
overview. Users and groups can be controlled by Active
Directory.

The right side always show the current access rights settings of the DDP Volume selected next to Name. To change or
set access rights the Edit Access icon must be pressed. The middle window on the left shows the DDP Volume,
(sub)Folders and Folder Volumes. In the middle at the bottom the current state of R,W and Delete are shown. The top
middle screen is used to change settings for desktops, users and groups.

Why is SSD caching with the DDP more practical than with other
systems?
Because the DDPs are modular and can also hold a
hotswappable, RAID 5 protected SSD pack of 4 SSDs or
more. This way a proper cache size can be selected.
When the SSD pack is selected for caching the files are

transferred in the background without changes at the
front-end, secondary storage. The SSD Data Location can
also be used as primary storage. Older DDPs delivered
can be retrofitted with an SSD pack as well.

Why does Load Balancing result in higher performance?
Load Balancing is between Data Locations and is file
based. It is the default setting of a DDP. Each Data Location consists of a set of hard disks.

The more Data Locations there are the more sets of hard
disks are behaving independently and the higher the
total throughput will get.

DDP and Archiware have teamed up to offer DDP with
integrated professional Backup to LTO. It was a natural
choice for DDP, as the leader in Ethernet based production storage to join forces with Archiware, the leader in
easy to use professional data management software.
Every DDP now comes with Archiware P5 pre-installed.
The license for P5 Backup is included with the DDP hardware.
Upon request the P5 Backup license will be sent to the
customer free of charge and allows backup to LTO using
a single tape drive. An unlimited number of tapes can be
written. P5 Backup keeps track of all tapes and files
written. P5s Backup catalog can be searched and
browsed using a web browser. To connect the LTO tape
drive to the DDP a SAS card is needed to be in the DDP.
The DDP can be ordered with the SAS card installed or
the card can be ordered later and retrofitted.

As hardware partner Tandberg is the preferred LTO tape
drive, tape library and LTO media manufacturer.
DDPs main window shows an icon for Archiware P5.
After activating and entering the license using the P5
setup assistant the Backup can be configured and is up
running within minutes including auto detection for LTO
drives and libraries.
The resulting Backup plan can be modified and includes
incremental, full and progressive Backup modes. Runs
can be automated by scheduling within P5. Multiple
tapes can be used sequentially with this license although
the tapes must be changed manually. Multiple storage
pools can be configured to group tapes. Other Archiware
based licenses such as licenses for tape libraries and / or
Archive or Synchonize can be used on a separate
computer on which the DDP Volume is mounted.

DDP48D

Ethernet

SAS

DDP main menu
DDP48D with Archiware backup license with
optional SAS card. The DDP48D data is backed up
to LTO tape
Tandberg LTO Tapestreamer

The broadcast industry changes rapidly.
Ethernet is becoming the dominant network technology
in all sorts of ways including cloud usage. Bandwidth
requirements increase due to more collaboration and
4K/8K implementations. Also, there is less and less time
and knowledge to manage complex infrastructures and
workflows. These changes have a large impact on our
storage industry. However, the biggest impact on our
storage industry comes from flash memory, e.g. SSDs.
Why SSDs? Well, 3,5 inch hard disks increase in capacity
e.g. 15 TB, but 15 TB 2,5 inch SSD are already announced
as well. SSDs are small, low power, lightweight, they have
no rotating parts and are highly reliable and very fast.
Most shared storage users will already use SSDs in some
way or another and experienced their advantages.
Between now and some time from now you will decide
that you want to start using SSDs also in your shared
storage environment. To make such a transition you need
to be fully aware of how this market will look like within,
for example, 8 years from now. It sounds like a long time,
but it is predictable that 24/7 hard disks will be replaced
by SSDs as primary storage. So how can the transition be
smooth?
The magic words are hybrid DDPs with SSD caching and
adding DDP16EX, DDP24EX and DDP60EXR on the fly
with automated data redistribution (V4 software). This
can be done without administrative changes in the web
interface.
And there’ll be more magic to come with the V5 software
with Here, There and Elsewhere technology.
With this technology even any DDP can be added on the
fly – again – with no administrative changes.

If necessary, a DDP can be removed, used standalone
elsewhere, and after finishing the job added again with
immediate availability of the media. This all results in
linear scaling both in capacity and bandwidth, plus
mirrored ingest, copying and recording capabilities.
For DDP users the transition path is straightforward,
especially when they have one DDP volume per Drive
Group. Once they made the transition to V4 software,
DDP users can expand with SSD or HD packs for caching
and load balancing. Over the years more SSD packs will
be installed. And more and more ingesting will be done
directly on SSDs. Then, eventually, the DDP base system
itself is up for renewal because it is getting too old. With
V5 software this also is a smooth process. Just integrate
the newly purchased DDP into the existing setup,
connect to the network and power up.
Taking the original one out of order can be decided any
time. There is no urgency anymore. This DDP may even
get a new life for mirroring the data if it is not too old.
This scenario takes place without having to make changes to your Folder Volume structure (one namespace),
without having to make changes to users, groups and
access rights and without having to make changes to
application settings running on top of this. The new DDP
can be in another machine room, as long as it is on the
same subnet.
Over time however more and more newly purchased
DDP shall be microDDP10GbEs with sufficient capacity.
The microDDP10GbE gives you freedom of choise,
whatever fits best to the companies needs. It does not
necessarily require a machine room, each DDP can really
be Here, There or Elsewhere.

micro DDP series

microDDP1GbE

microDDP10GbE

Up to 32TB
Raid5 SSD

2x 10GbE
2x 1 GbE

RJ45
2200MB/s

It is imaginable that for non-DDP shared storage users
the picture painted here is frustrating – for others it may
and sounds like a dream come true or maybe even hard
to believe. Especially when you consider that the transition of both HD to SSD, and the transition of old DDP to
new DDP is smooth. So, non-DDP users, who are cost and
efficiency conscious, and are thinking about renewing
their old storage, should definitely investigate DDP.
Also, how does the future of the shared storage looks
like? There is no need to ask such a question, because
that future is here with the microDDP10GbE.

11 lbs / 5 kg
1U

10” / 25,5 cm
Low power

Of course, it may further miniaturize and certainly the
capacity and bandwidth will further increase, but the
basic properties such as: small, lightweight, low power,
very quiet, will remain. If you now look in a machine
room and see a storage server it may consist of hundreds
of spindles taking up large 19 inch racks and a heavy air
conditioning unit for cooling.
Just to get an idea where we are heading, ask us how we
would offer a system now with this future in mind?
Asking this question may help broadcast professionals
decide on DDP from Ardis Technologies.

scalable redundant DDP series
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The previous pages discussed major features and
functionality of the DDP regarding the new V4 software.
Under the hood of V4 software there is a virtual file
system called DDP Volume, the so called metadata.
The data is separate from the file system and is stored in
data container called Data Locations.

However within V4 software the Data Locations selection
is limited to one DDP.
With V5 software Data Locations can also be other DDPs
or part of other DDPs.
This drawing shows an example of what is possible with
DDP and V5 software.

The variety of DDPs shown is part of one file system: one
DDP Volume, one namespace. Not only can the DDPs
differ they can also be of different build dates. For
convenience lets call this a DDP cluster. Users and admin
see their directories/folders and access rights but the
data comes from Data Locations.
Data within a Folder volume can come from one Data
Location or balanced from a group of Data Locations, e.g
a group of DDPs. In the background without changes in
directory/folder/file tree structure within the DDP cluster,
data can be transferred between Data Locations. Also
data can be redistributed between Data Locations or
concentrated on one. DDPs can be removed from the
cluster, used standalone and added on the fly again.
Without copying the data is immediately available within
the cluster.

The slogan Here, There, Elswhere exactly describes
another important feature of the DDP cluster. The DDPs
in the cluster can be in different places as long as
communcation between DDPs and desktops on the
same Ethernet network is guaranteed. Depending on
latencies places can be within the same building, on a
campus, between buildings in cities, between countries
etc. The microDDP is a special case. Normally DDPs are in
machine rooms. The microDDP does not need to be in a
machine room. With microDDPs it can be really Here,
There and Elsewhere.
Within the cluster there is one master (metadata controller) communicating with the DDPs and desktops
(metadata traffic) but all DDPs are active. The desktops
have parallel access to all DDPs in the cluster.

The DDP cluster at the left shows one of the stacks as
obvious choice for the master. When one of the DDPs in
the cluster fails all data and the metadata should be
quickly available, such that all desktops and applications
can continue their operations without interruption. In
the rather complicated DDP cluster shown not all DDPs
are fully redundant (although each is RAID5/6 protected).

Also one of the DDPs should be able to act as a substitute
for the failing one. If all data must be online 100 %, the
DDPs must mirror the capacity of all DDPs combined to
ensure maximum protection.
An exception can be made when the two stacks in itself
are fully redundant. MicroDDPs can be easily mirrored
using a DDP24D with an SSD cache and hard disks.

With mirroring selected a desktop simultaneously writes
the same data in parallel to two DDPs.

The DDPs can be anywhere on the network.

DDPs can be added as Data Location within one DDP
cluster. With each desktop having parallel access to all
DDPs, two identical DDPs double the throughput and ten
identical DDPs increase throughput tenfold. DDPs don’t
need to be identical however.

It is only mentioned here as an example. There is no limit
in bandwidth and capacity. As an example one
microDDP10G has a bandwidth of 2,2 GB/s. Using ten
gives a bandwidth of 22 GB/s.

Many cloud manipulations involve uploading and downloading between desktops. This is no different than copying in the old days when no affordable shared storage
was around. Copying tend to create more chaos
(versions, where are the versions?). A big advantage of
proper shared storage is to prevent copying thus
preventing chaos. The Task Manager within

the DDP allows you to transfer data between Data Locations within a DDP cluster with DDPs placed Here, There
and Elsewhere on the network. Data can be transferred
via the Task Manager to most suitable Data Locations.
This happens without changes in the directory/folder
and file paths and access rights settings. Thus preserving
the advantage of shared storage.

Without changes at the front-end any DDP can be expanded at the back-end, both with capacity and bandwidth.
Without changes at the frond-end DDPs can be added Here, There and Elsewhere for linear scaling
both in capacity and bandwidth. Load balancing, SSD caching, mirroring.

standalone DDP series
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DDP8D base system

DDP16D base system

DDP24D base system

DDP48D base system

standalone DDP series
The DDP8D, 16D, 24D and 48D base system can be
combined with hard disk packs with various capacities,
SSD packs, EX cards and a SAS card. It is for post production video, film and audio companies looking for a
straightforward easy to operate budget solution: Ethernet SAN in one box, easy to install and manage.

scalable redundant DDP series
The DDPHead and DDPHeadF can be combined with
DDP16EXR, 24EXR and DDP60EXR. The Head and HeadF
can be combined with GbE and EX cards. The DDP16EXR,
DDP24EXR and DDP60EXR can be combined with hard
disk packs with various capacities and SSD packs
The scalable redundant DDP consists of one or two Heads
and a number of non-redundant DDP16EX, DDP24EX or
fully redundant 16EXR, 24EXR or 60EXR storage arrays. A
setup consisting of two Heads is fully redundant, hot
swappable with no single point of failure. A typical use
case may be a mixture of Avids, FCP’s, Pro Tools, Autodesk
or similar, backup, edit-while-ingest all accessing the
system simultaneously.

micro DDP series
They are 1U, equipped with 4 or 8 SSDs with up to 240 TB
of storage, can be hand carried, and have sufficient
bandwidth and capacity to connect to multiple workstations doing compressed video, film and/or audio. It is
ideal for compact mobiles and location sets.

mini DDP series
The mini DDP48DF base system can be combined with
2,5” harddisk packs and SSD packs of 1, 2 and 4TB SSDs.
Also GbE and EX cards and a SAS card can be optionally
installed in the 4U unit. With 48 x 4 TB SSD it comes with
196 TB raw SSD storage and a throughput of 12 GB/s.

mirror DDP series
The DDP8D, 16D, 24D, 48D, mini48D, 16EX, 16EXR, 24EXR
and 60EXR base systems can be combined with mirror
hard disks with various capacities, SSDs, EX cards and a
SAS card. They use special green drives and run on Archiware software. All data on a production DDP can be
scheduled to be synchronized to a mirrorDDP. When the
production DDP fails the mirror DDP can immediately
step in. Editors can instantly continue on the mirrorDDP.
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